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【About "The Hurricane of the Varstray"】
"The Hurricane of the Varstray" is a vertically scrolling shoot'em up with a SF story: in the distant future, to defend the Earth

against the invasion of mystery mechanical structures, 4 girls head to "the Varstray sector," far away from the Earth and
considered as the villain.

This is the latest original work by "Studio SiestA" which produced "The TOMBOYISHl☆WITCHES" after an interval of 7
years, into which we exhaustively poured our long-held shooting game development know-how!

【Feature】
■Abundant in game mode

・Arcade mode : basic mode with 12 stages total
・Score attack mode : mode to compete on how much you can score within a certain time

(This mode will be implemented with an additional free patch in early Jan.)
・Story mode : mode to enjoy the story with voices attached to all the characters

・Unlock mode : special mode which will appear when you fulfill certain conditions
Additionally, you can freely select (by default) 1 character from among 4. Every character has different properties and you'll get

a wide range of attack methods.
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■Supporting English
The game interface supports Japanese and English. You can also select subtitle language in "Story mode." Therefore, English-

speaking people can enjoy the game content exhaustively.

■Offering various download contents
After the release of the main story, the successive provision of download contents such as additional modes or characters is

scheduled; you can play it long time.

■Offering refreshed feeling for a wide range of users
Various relief measures for beginners are ready to have them experience the same refreshed feeling as that of experts.

Additionally, methods of operation are designed to be user-intuitive; anyone can enjoy the game right away.

For more information, please visit our website at
http://varstray.com/
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Title: The Hurricane of the Varstray -Collateral hazard-
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Studio SiestA
Publisher:
Rocket-Engine Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2015
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Years of furiously masturbating to tentacle porn have led me to playing this game and being the absolute best at it. 12/10 would
beat off again.. 10\/10, always behead your enemies after killing them, so they will not rise from the dead.
. UPDATE:

Some gameplay and final thoughts are on the second video. The first video contains my first impressions and some footage of
the tutorial.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7eiU5mDqcg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emZQpLzwRls. Simple yet confusing and finally torturous at the end. Perhaps too simple as
it soon becomes a tedious task of collecting nicknacks and repetitive platforming back and forth through the same areas all
while trying to explore completely unexplained goals and unclear interactions. They don't tell you that you are trying to get to
the moon in multiple ways or that you can use up to interact with some things - had to look that up online. It seems rather obtuse
in retrospect, but at least the soundtrack is nice. Oh? What's this? Free soundtrack in the game files? That's nice of them.

The last puzzles require skill, but one of those last puzzles depends on ambiguous mechanics which will require senseless
repetition when it's completely unclear why it fails. What seems to be the exact same action produces the needed results only the
rare time out of dozens of attempts and, if you screw up the platforming above in the wrong way, you are forced to do it all over
again. At least in finishing that challenge alone, I feel some catharsis from the experience.. A fun silly game, with a side
smashing of tactics! :-). love the Idea of this game but making the enemies harder with each ascention defeats the purpose of
ascending. when you can get further on your first run then on your second run in the same amount of time makes no sense to
me.. need more people
good game its like payday 2 so
ya need more people for playing
. This is the only game that lets you fly and feel like superman. The plank experience is ok, but the flying mode is where all the
fun is at.
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I had this game in my library for a while because I know it's the kind of game you really need to sit down and pay attention to.
Finally got around to playing it, and in about 2 or so hours I got up to Case [Level] 4 in the game. It reminded me of
"whodunnit" game (for example, Clue), where you find clues and apprehend a suspect. Except it's set entirely in a customized
operating system where you can utilize the limited internet, email, command box, etc., to "hack" around and solve mysteries.

I've always loved mystery games so I really like this game. It does require a bit of concentration and problem-solving, so it's
probably not a game to play casually in the background while multitasking. There are little to no walkthroughs online, as it is a
relatively indie game, so you have to be resourceful. That being said, it really isn't that difficult to get the hang of if you get
creative.

Unlike some other "hacking" games I've played, this game is easier to pay attention to. First of all, Mainlining has a cartoonish,
8-bit style that makes it fun to look at. Second, other hacking games can sometimes be a bit more difficult as they more
accurately depict coding, which makes it less fun if you don't have programming knowledge. This game is definitely more
entertaining for casual gameplay.

I definitely plan on playing this game more in the future. I recommend it if you want to get into "hacking" games at a beginner's
level, or if you just enjoy a more laid back version of harder hacking games.. Its not scary at all I saw one monster no jump
scares its much like the first one there are multiple endings.
Do I recommend the game there were no bugs or issues with the game and the game is ok it took over an hour to complete so I
will recommend it.. It's a horribly done mobile game port of a probably very bad mobile game. Blatant money grab with no
playability, they put no effort to convert it to a proper PC game. Avoid avoid, I got a refund immediately.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/SP-8joZrXGw. Die grundlegenden Spielfunktionen funktionieren schonmal problemlos
The basic game works flawless, and you can find ALL the foundation of PC2 in this game again.
I would say only few games succeed with that. if some border stuff is missing: who cares?

Die Missionen sind wesentlich besser als ich es von anderen spielen kenne, da es meist garkeine Handlung gibt! stattdessen
aufgewärmte brühe. Das spiel is hier nich schlimmer.
The story is not worse than II know it from most of the other games. There you have mostly nothing at all or a joke.
warmed up cheese and novalue. here, we have at least something. It keeps the game going.

I have not seen bugs in the first 75 minutes. If I shall judge like others do their rant, I can also go blue after this time.

what are you looking for after 18 years without industry giant or any good eco-sim? what are you looking for.
the piano is also inside...
not sure if developer will come out as a pirate sooner, but it has basics, that some older studios with billions dont can. bad
english on purpose.. pursuit. something like that. eat it!

its NOT worse than PC2 and also not sick of 'modern sickness' which is why you might not like it, if you are sick byself.. This is
a very well-sorted game, especially considering that the price you pay starts from 0€. The graphics are decent enough and yet
the game is still playable on lower-spec machines, the gameplay and plot of the escape room is intuitive and easy to get
accustomed to and the puzzles are thoughtful and cleverly arranged. Also, the fact that the first level is free to play is I think a
big plus to the game, since you don't need to pay in order to try the game.

There are however a few minor bugs/irritations that I've spotted whilst playing. Firstly, I've noticed that some objects (the
wiring for the lights in the cave paths for example) go through other objects (which with regard to the example the wires go
through the rock surface). This is also the case when one picks something up and is standing close to another object. Given that
the game already has a certain degree in collisions (you don't walk through things) it would be nice to see something similar to
the situation above. Also the hints, though they are very straight-forward and help guide any user to the task in hand, often show
the exact number which needs to be inputted in the locker. If there was an option on how much information should be revealed
in the hints that would be ideal.

Like I say though, these are very minor bugs that reflect upon very specific issues, and neither of these issues I found should put
you off this game. All in all it is a very fun, intuitive game and I would highly recommend it to anyone who is interested in
puzzles and has an hour or two available. I'm sure the game would be even more fun if I had played it with someone else and/or
if I had a VR headset, but I much enjoyed the game nonetheless.. Played it when I was 6 years old, saw it was free for a limited
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time. Grabbed it. Excellent port. Only problem is that it crashes itself when exiting the game rather than closing the program.
It messes with my PC for a short while so instead of pressing the exit button I just close it via Task Manager and it works out
fine.
No problems apart from that!

If you haven't played the game you should definetly buy it - best platformer ever is a bold statement but it is true.
Don't buy New 'N Tasty. This is miles better.
Great game.
Buy it.. It started calm but after a few minutes all hell broke loose......the madness, the madness..... Again I liked the game. The
puzzles were dope.. Chicken Invaders <3

THX InterAction studios
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